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I try to spend quality time with at least one

resident each day - time is as precious to me as it

is for the resident. They love sharing their life

stories with me, stories told with animation and

enthusiasm. Now and then, I will even hear

snippets of their misdemeanours and scandals,

fueling an even brighter fire in their eyes! We can

laugh and cry together, and I consider this such a

blessing in my life. 

While I spend most of my days in the Care Centre,

I also have the privilege of spending some time

with the independent and assisted living residents

at Quadrant Gardens. They are all such wonderful

people and I am in awe of the depth of the

community that they have managed to establish.

Again, I am so grateful to be in a position to be a

part of this awesome community! As I get to know

each resident a little more my heart continues to

grow.

I am also surrounded by another group of

beautiful people - our team of staff. Everyone from

the security staff, the cleaning and kitchen staff,

reception and Care Centre team to Adam and the

CPOA support team are all fantastic. Thank you for

giving so much of your life to impact those around

you!

The residents and staff of Quadrant Gardens

“impact” my life every day.

By: Sr. Carryn Boden

“You never really know the true impact that you

have on those around you. You never know how

much someone needed that smile you gave them.

You never know how much kindness turned

someone’s life around. You never know how much

someone needed that long hug or deep talk. Don’t

wait for someone else to be kind first. Don’t wait for

better circumstances or for someone to change.

Just be kind, because you never know how much

someone needs it” - Nikki Banas.

2021 has been a particularly challenging year for

me and my family. Since the loss of my husband, we

have needed to create many new norms in our

home. While we have suffered a great loss, I am

reminded daily of the blessings I have in my life –

one in particular which brings me great joy, having a

truly fulfilling career.

Quadrant Gardens has been my home away from

home. From before sunrise every morning, I am

greeted with glimmers of hope and smiles of joy in

our resident’s eyes. Masks may hide their faces, but

they cannot cover up their beauty.

Our Quadrant Gardens Care Centre residents are a

delight. Although they have all mourned the loss of

their independence and most have also mourned

the losses of a loved one, a home, and a life they

have left behind, they remain so grateful for every

little thing we do for them.
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Moore Miller Physiotherapists is a purpose-built

practice at the doorstep of the Quadrant Gardens

with three private treatment rooms, a rehabilitation

studio space, an aquatherapy pool and full

bathroom, shower and changing facilities. The

practice is fully wheelchair accessible.

We have three members of staff with the goal to

expand and grow, to provide a greater number of

services and expertise to our clients. Keryn Moore

and Esther Miller are the physiotherapists and Alex

Ric-Hansen is the office manager and friendly face

at the front desk.

We offer several physiotherapy services including

respiratory/ cardiopulmonary rehabilitation,

treatment of acute and chronic pain, arthritis, post-

surgical and post-injury treatment and rehabilitation

within the elderly population, including services

provided at client’s homes and in the Quadrant

Gardens Care Centre.

The aquatherapy pool is situated behind closed

doors to ensure privacy and maintain the climate.

The water temperature is maintained at 34˚C and

the air temperature is regulated to minimise loss of

body temperature for those in the water. The water

is cleaned and sterilised using UV light and Ozone -

one of the safest and most effective ways of

ensuring organisms do not survive in the pool.

We are delighted to be a part of the Quadrant

Gardens team, and despite the difficult times we

have all faced in the last year, we have really felt

a sense of community growing in the complex

and feel it is a wonderful environment in which

to work and live.

Moore Miller - 
Physiotherapists 
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3The new kids on the block     
When Covid hit us at the beginning of last year it

put an abrupt end to my events/ functions business

and our B&B studio. Chris, fortunately, remained

employed full-time (working from home) so we

made do, but realised we needed to research

options to cater for the “new normal”.

Although we had our names down at some

retirement estates in Hermanus, the birth of our

granddaughter Bailey in 2019 made us realise that

we did not want to be so far out of Cape Town. Even

Noordhoek seemed like a long way away. 

 Traditional retirement thinking and the waiting lists

indicated that we should probably prepare to move

in about 6 to 10 years’ time.

However early in 2021, we were introduced to

Quadrant Gardens and with the help of Adam and

the Pam Golding team we started to do the sums

and seriously consider an early move to a

“retirement complex”.  Given the many luxury living

‘treats’ at Quadrant Gardens we made an almost

overnight decision that we liked this option very

much.

Never did we think our modest home in Cape Town

would sell in just 7 days at close to our asking price.

So, on that positive note, our decluttering

commenced and we changed gear mentally to make

the move to Quadrant Gardens for a lock up and go

lifestyle.

So when our friends ask aren’t you too young to be

in a retirement estate we remind them that this is not

about age but rather about responsible planning for

a flexible and comfortable lifestyle with excellent

security.

In the past few years, members of our immediate

family have been affected by life-threatening

disease and bad health so we know the value of

medical care and support being available when the

unexpected happens!

Although I spent my early working career living

in a flat, Chris has never ever lived in an

apartment and I was a little concerned about

how he would adjust, but no problem there! We

have been here for almost 3 weeks and are

struck by how quiet and calm the environment is.

We are sleeping very well at night 

We appreciate the friendliness and support of

the frontline and security staff and the catering

continues to impress us. 

Formal retirement may be a year or two down the

road, but we plan to continue consulting and

being involved with events, and Nana’s taxi will

continue for our children and grandchildren

nearby. We have joined the gym next door and

are relishing the convenience of a healthy

lifestyle.

Thank you to all the established residents for

being so warm and welcoming. It is exciting to

see the property slowly filling up and we look

forward to being part of and contributing to the

growing Quadrant community.  

By: Leigh and Chris Goldschmidt (213)

Leigh and Chris Goldschmidt 



Moving from my house to an apartment at Quadrant

Gardens was something I had to plan. Downsizing

is not for the faint-hearted, but I wish I had made

the move earlier. I realised that my Life Right

purchase had actually saved me money and I am

now completely relaxed that no matter how long I

live I will be able to afford these wonderful

surroundings and can look forward to excellent

care should I need it.

Firstly I saved on the transfer duty, there was none

to pay on my life right purchase.

At the house, I had huge bills for rates which kept

going up then the cost of maintenance was

increasing almost by the month and I had to get

better security, also at a cost. All of those things are

taken care of here, the Life Right scheme pays for

the upkeep and all I pay is my monthly levy.

Is the levy expensive? Well when you consider that

it includes everything including 15 meals a month

and 5 days free in a sickbed if I want it, I think it is a

great deal.
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But I was surprised at how good the meals at

Quadrant Gardens are and as I found out more

about the company CPOA who are the Life Right

Scheme owners, I felt especially good about buying

a Life Right with them.

CPOA is a Public Benefit Organisation. When they

re-sell my Life Right I should get back my initial

outlay, or rather my estate will, and then I also get a

share of the profit. 15% of it goes to my estate and

with the rest of the profit, CPOA fund their Welfare

Commitment. The money goes to house and care

for those retirees who were not as lucky as me and

could not afford to choose where they spend their

retirement. It gives me a great feeling to know that I

was also in some way able to help those less

fortunate and to allow them a dignified retirement.



Take some slow breaths: in through your nose,

then slowly breathe out through your mouth.

Slow breathing is one of the best ways to lower

stress because it signals to your brain to relax

your body.

Notice how you are feeling and what you are

thinking, without judgment. Instead of

responding or reacting to those thoughts or

feelings, note them, and then let them go.

 Get up and go to bed at similar times every day.

 Keep up with personal hygiene.

 Eat healthy meals at regular times.

Exercise regularly. Just doing 3-4 minutes of

light intensity physical movement, such as

walking or stretching, will help.

Allocate time for working and time for resting.

Make time for doing things you enjoy.

Take regular breaks from on-screen activities.

Mental Health is a high priority for all of us to ensure

that we look after ourselves. Loneliness, isolation

and ultimate loss is a real burden that we deal with

on a daily basis since March 2020. Vaccinations are

rolling out slower than expected and the state of

our Nation is a true reflection of the need to manage

our minds with our bodies and souls. 

Some steps below are simple ways to assist you

with realigning your mind to help cope with your

daily struggles:

PAUSE. BREATHE. REFLECT

CONNECT WITH OTHERS

Talking to people you trust can help. Keep in

regular contact with people close to you. Tell them

how you are feeling and share any concerns.

KEEP A HEALTHY ROUTINE.

Do:

Mental health during these unprecedented
times
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 Don’t use alcohol and drugs as a way of

dealing with fear, anxiety, boredom and social

isolation.

Don’t expect too much of yourself on difficult

days. Accept that some days you may be more

productive than others.

Try to reduce how much you watch, read or

listen to news that makes you feel anxious or

distressed. Seek the latest information from

trusted sources at specific times of the day.

Helping others can be good for you too. If you

are able to, offer support to people in your

community who may need it.

Don’t:

BE KIND TO YOURSELF AND OTHERS.

REACH OUT FOR HELP IF YOU NEED IT – NO

MATTER HOW INSIGNIFICANT IT MAY FEEL

Don’t hesitate to seek professional help if you

think you need it. Chat to us and we can guide

you on the most appropriate professional to assist

you.
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